COURSE OVERVIEW
In this course, you will study the eBOM creation process and the Product Structure Browser (PSB) Windchill tool to create, edit, and manipulate the Product Structure. In addition, you will understand how digital End Items and WTParts make up Windchill’s product structure. Lastly, you will understand the relationship between a content item and part.

TARGET AUDIENCE
This course is intended for any user who wants to create and manage the eBOM or Product Structure in Windchill.

PREREQUISITES
• Windchill: Fundamentals Overview

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Describe how digital End Items and WTParts make up a product structure in Windchill
• Create a baseline of a Product Structure
• Get acquainted with the Windchill tool for creating and editing an eBOM
• Manage part associations
• Apply the Filter criteria to a Product Structure
• Generate the eBOM Reports